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a b s t r a c t 

Experimentally-based evaluation of the changes of equilibrium geometry for the S 0 → S 1 ( ππ ∗) excitation 

in anthranilic acid via fitting of Franck–Condon factors is tested for reliability. The modeling is based 

on the experimental band intensities in the LIF spectrum that are transformed into geometry changes 

with the aid of the vibrational modes computed using both the CC2 method (the perturbative approx- 

imation to CCSD coupled-cluster) and TDDFT(B3LYP). This modeling is a challenging task not only for 

quantitative spectroscopy, but also for the quantum chemistry calculations, since the adequate reproduc- 

tion of vibrational modes for the excited state requires a balanced treatment of the π-electronic con- 

jugation and dynamic electron correlation. The most reliable approach (LIF + CC2 Franck–Condon fitting) 

predicts a dramatic shortening of the O ···H distance by 31 ± 1.5 pm, from 1.91 Å in the ground state to 

1.60 Å in the excited state. The changes in bond alternation in the H-chelate ring (around 5 pm according 

to the LIF + CC2 fit) and the shortening of the O ···H bond are typically 1 pm larger than modeled with 

the LIF + TDDFT fit. Changes of valence angles of magnitude around 5 ° are larger by 0.5 °-1.0 ° according to 

LIF + CC2 FC fit than the LIF + DFT fit. Consistency of the obtained results shows that the Franck-Condon 

fitting provides a reliable, experimentally-based approach to evaluation of the excitation-related geome- 

try changes. It has been achieved owing to the quantitatively reliable spectroscopic results and vibrational 

analysis computed using the quantum chemistry methods that are able to provide correct description of 

the excited-state vibrational modes involving the intramolecular hydrogen bond. 

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Investigation of molecular geometry in the excited electronic

tates is one of the important issues of molecular spectroscopy and

hotochemistry, since it provides insight into the properties of the

xcited molecules and the changes imposed by excitation. Various

pproaches to ab initio modeling of vibronic structure for UV–vis

bsorption or fluorescence bands for aromatic molecules were ex-

ensively studied [1–7] within Franck–Condon and/or Hertzberg–

eller model. Tentative considerations of geometry changes bases

n the activity of vibronic bands are very popular in photochem-

stry and spectroscopy. On the other hand, the quantitatively re-

iable evaluation of geometry changes on the basis of intensities
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or vibronic bands in experimental spectra [8–10] is not straight-

orward and is carried out rather rarely. This is due to several

imitations of the UV/vis spectroscopy and ab initio vibrational

nalysis of polyatomic molecules in excited states. Unfortunately,

imited resolution of absorption or emission spectra of solid or

iquid samples is usually insufficient for the resolving of a reach

ibrational structure of electronic transition generated by the ac-

ivity of the low-frequency oscillations. High spectral resolution is

chievable for molecules cooled in supersonic-jet expansion in the

pectra recorded using techniques of laser spectroscopy (e.g. laser-

nduced fluorescence LIF, resonantly enhanced multiphoton ioniza-

ion REMPI). 

The fitting of FC factors in order to reproduce the vibrationally

esolved UV spectra is based on fitting of the displacement pa-

ameters along the normal coordinates. Within this very model-

ng all these parameters can be treated as abstract numbers but

or the evaluation of the geometry changes upon excitation these

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jqsrt.2019.106747
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parameters ought to be transformed into changes of the Cartesian

geometry or into changes of the internal coordinates. Thus, the

FC modeling of geometry changes in polyatomic molecules relies

not only on the experimental data but also on the molecular vi-

brations computed using high-level quantum chemistry methods

[8–10] . For the Franck–Condon modeling of high-resolution absorp-

tion or excitation spectra and geometry changes, the quantitatively

accurate calculations of the excited-state vibrational modes are es-

sential even though it can be a challenging task from the quantum

chemistry point of view. 

Anthranilic acid AA ( ortho -aminobenzoic acid) is an aro-

matic molecule in which the π→ π ∗ excitation causes significant

strengthening of the intramolecular hydrogen bond. Its peculiar

photochemical properties [11–13] make AA an interesting model

system for spectroscopic investigations of the properties of hy-

drogen bond in excited states [ 14 , 15 ] as well as a useful tool

in biological research, especially as a fluorescent probe in inter-

nally quenched fluorescent peptides for investigations involving

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) processes [ 11 , 12 ].

The strengthening of the intramolecular hydrogen bond in π-

conjugated molecules often causes appearance of dual fluores-

cence, which is traditionally interpreted as the evidence for the

excited-state intramolecular proton transfer ESPIT (originally pro-

posed by Weller in 1960s for salicylic acid and methyl salicylate

[16] ). Later, UV [17–20] spectroscopy and resonance Raman stud-

ies [21] and femtosecond spectroscopy [22] showed that skeleton

relaxation involving low-frequency vibrational modes [19] plays an

important role in the ESIPT process, while the magnitude of hy-

drogen atom dislocation is only 0.1–0.2 Å [19] in salicylic acid and

its derivatives. Quantum chemistry calculations indicated that the

actual process in these molecules is the skeletal relaxation ac-

companied not by the total hydrogen atom transfer, but rather by

its significant dislocation [23–25] . On the other hand, polar sol-

vents and proton acceptors or donors facilitate the appearance of

strongly Stokes-shifted dual fluorescence in solutions [ 13 , 20 ] also

in protonated forms of anthranilic acid [13] . This indicates that po-

lar environment is able to stabilize the highly polar internally H-

bonded tautomers in excited states (the ESIPT state). Because the

N 

–H ···O hydrogen bond is not so strong as the O 

–H ···O bond, most

of the interesting spectroscopic and physicochemical phenomena

observed and extensively investigated for salicylic acid derivatives,

are also present in AA, but in smaller magnitude. 

AA is a convenient model molecule for the investigation of the

interplay of the shortening of the hydrogen bond, skeletal relax-

ation, and the hydrogen atom dislocation along the hydrogen bond

because of several features that are important from the point of

view of spectroscopy and quantum chemistry. Firstly, the geome-

try relaxation takes place on the single potential energy surface

PES [26] without any barrier in the vicinity or between the equi-

librium geometries of the ground state and the excited state or

transition to another excited state PES, thus assuring that the in-

tensity distribution in the excitation spectrum depends solely on

the FC factors. This feature is also consistent with the results of

modeling of excited-state PES for many molecules emitting dual

fluorescence (interpreted as the result of ESPIT process), includ-

ing salicylic acid [ 24 , 25 ] and related systems. Secondly, accord-

ing to spectroscopic results [14] the intersection of the S 1 ( ππ ∗)

state with the S 2 (n- π ∗) state is certainly not present up to at least

20 0 0 cm 

–1 above the origin band of the investigated S 0 → S 1 tran-

sition. Moreover, our ab initio calculations (see Section 3 ) indi-

cate that the separation between the S 1 ( π- π ∗) and the S 2 (n- π ∗)

excited states is larger than 1 eV. Such intersections of states are

often present in the π-conjugated internally H-bonded molecules

[ 18 , 27 ] and they may be accessible with rather low excess of vibra-

tional energy (40 0–150 0 cm 

–1 ) above the minimum of the π- π ∗

excited state. In those cases the internal conversion from the π- π ∗
 b
xcited state to the n- π ∗ state makes the LIF excitation spec-

rum terminate abruptly at certain excitation energy, because these

olecules subsequently undergo radiationless internal conversion

rom the n- π ∗ state to the ground state [ 17 , 27 ]. Thirdly, exten-

ive supersonic-jet studies provided data concerning the activity of

he excited state vibrational modes in the excitation spectra (LIF

 14 , 28 ] and REMPI [ 14 , 29 ]), as well as the changes of frequen-

ies of the N–H stretches upon the excitation (Fluorescence-Dip

R-UV spectra [14] ). The study of band intensities in the LIF spec-

rum of AA [28] and FC modeling [30] proved that they are deter-

ined predominantly by the displacement parameters for the nor-

al modes that are related to the changes of equilibrium geome-

ry upon the electronic excitation, while the influence of frequency

hanges and Dushinsky effect is small. The assignment of vibronic

ands in the spectrum is supported by the analysis of LIF spectra of

A molecules deuterated in various positions in functional groups.

31–33] The FC analysis showed that the band intensities com-

uted on the basis of the HF and CIS results, and hence the geom-

try changes, are severely underestimated [ 28 , 30 ]. The DFT(B3LYP)

nd TDDFT calculations for the AA molecule predict significantly

arger FC factors, though still considerably too small. [30] 

Although all ab intio results, as well as the Franck–Condon fits,

redict that the largest geometry change upon the excitation in AA

olecule is the shortening of the N 

–H ···O hydrogen bond, substan-

ial discrepancies concern the magnitude of this change. Hartree-

ock + CI Singles (CIS), for the S 0 and S 1 state respectively, predicted

he shortening of the hydrogen bond by only 14.6 pm [30] while

he DFT + TDDFT(B3LYP)/cc-pVDZ methods predicts shortening by

2.8 pm [26] . Recently, the CC2 calculations with the aug-cc-pVTZ

nd cc-pVQZ basis sets yielded the largest ab initio prediction of

he hydrogen bond shortening equal to 27.3–27.4 pm [34] , which is

lose to the FC fit aided by TDDFT vibrational analysis [30] (30.2–

2.0 pm). The FC-fits based on the LIF spectrum predicted sig-

ificantly larger geometry changes 17.2–19.5 pm (FC-fit aided by

F + CIS vibrational modes) and 30.2–32.0 pm (FC-fit aided by

FT + TDDFT vibrations [30] ) but the discrepancy between the ob-

ained results increased as well. Obviously, the fitting of FC fac-

ors to the experimental band intensities could be regarded as re-

iable experimentally-based approach to evaluation of the changes

f equilibrium geometry upon electronic excitation provided that

he values obtained when FC approach aided by vibrational analy-

is using various relevant ab initio methods are consistent. 

In this paper we present the consistent experimentally-based

valuation of the changes of equilibrium geometry upon the

 0 → S 1 ( ππ ∗) excitation in π-conjugated AA based on the Franck–

ondon fitting of the band intensities to the experimental LIF spec-

rum. The evaluation of geometry changes is aided by vibrational

odes computed using two high-level methods: the CC2 coupled-

luster [34] and TDDFT(B3LYP) with a series of correlation consis-

ent basis sets. 

. Experimental 

There are a limited number of experimental techniques facili-

ating the determination of excited-state geometries for polyatomic

olecules. Evaluation of geometry parameters on the basis of ro-

ationally resolved spectra is feasible [10] , however, it is not al-

ays conclusive even for small molecules, since the complete set

f spectra for isotopic molecules it required. Spectra of molecules

hat consist about ten atoms could be rotationally resolved only

or molecules of high symmetry and provided that spectral broad-

ning [35-37] is small. The approach feasible for larger polyatomic

olecules is the evaluation of the changes of equilibrium geom-

try upon the excitation based on Franck-Condon modeling of vi-

rationally resolved UV spectra [9] . 
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We have based FC analysis of band intensities on the LIF exci-

ation spectrum rather than the dispersed fluorescence spectrum

ecause of the reasons mentioned below. The widths of rotational

rofiles in the excitation spectra of AA available in the literature

ere around 4–5 cm 

–1 (LIF [14] and REMPI [29] ) and after op-

imization of cooling conditions in supersonic jet expansion the

andwidths were reduced to 1.4–2.0 cm 

–1 , similarly as shown ar-

icles. [ 28 , 31 , 32 ] In contrast to the above, the spectral resolution

f the dispersed fluorescence spectra of AA [14] is much lower

22–33 cm 

–1 ) due to the use of monochromator with rather wide

perture, which is necessary for the spectral analysis of the weak

ignal of fluorescence emitted by the AA molecules diluted in gas

hase at very low pressure. Owing to the enhanced spectral reso-

ution, more than 70 vibronic bands of AA are discernible and in-

erpreted in the LIF spectrum [28] facilitating assignment of more

han ten fundamental transitions of totally-symmetric vibrations

nd some overtones of out-off-plane modes, while in the relevant

pectral range of the dispersed fluorescence spectra [14] only about

5 vibronic bands are discernible and only four fundamentals were

dentified. Thus, LIF excitation spectrum provides the data con-

erning plentiful vibronic bands, which facilitate crosschecking of

he experimentally-determined displacement parameters for many

ibrational modes. Moreover, many bands appear in groups for

hich separation between each other is smaller than 25 cm 

–1 

some bands above 350 cm 

–1 and almost all vibronic bands start-

ng from 750 cm 

–1 above the origin band in the excitation spec-

ra [ 14 , 28 , 29 ]). Since the resolution of the dispersed fluorescence

pectra is lower by roughly order of magnitude than in excitation

pectra, such bands (which obviously exist also in dispersed fluo-

escence of AA) could not be resolved. Nevertheless, the dispersed

uorescence spectra would facilitate straightforward interpretation

f geometry changes in terms of the ground-state vibrations but

nly for three or four low-frequency oscillations. 

In order to determine the experimental band intensities in the

IF excitation spectrum with possibly small error 10 scans of the

IF spectra were recorded with data averaging of 10 laser shots

er point. For each laser shot the recorded fluorescence signal was

ormalized using the intensity of the excitation UV beam passing

hrough the vacuum chamber that was measured with the photo-

iode collecting the UV light scattered on a matt plate. The error

f band intensities in the averaged LIF spectrum recorded this way

s roughly ±0.05 for band intensities normalized to the intensity of

he origin band, I 00 = 1 ( ±5 for I 00 normalized to 100). 

For the supersonic free jet expansion the pulsed electromag-

etic valve (Parker) was used with the nozzle of internal diame-

er of the orifice equal to 0.8 mm. Helium at total pressure 5 bars

4 bars in addition to the atmospheric pressure) dried using a liq-

id nitrogen trap was used as the carrier gas. The pulsed free

et (10 pulses per second) was injected into the vacuum cham-

er towards a baffler and a strong diffusion pump (pumping speed

0 0 0 L/s) backed by rotary pump. The oven mounted close to the

ulsed valve contained ca. 0.5 cm 

3 of milled AA sample and was

eated to 80 °C while the nozzle was kept at the temperature

0 °C. This allowed for obtaining sufficiently high concentration

f AA vapor in the jet and simultaneously to avoid dimerization

f salicylic acid in gas phase [ 14 , 31 ] (typical for carboxylic acid

olecules). Only a few band of the AA dimer approach 5% of

he intensity of the monomer origin band and intensity of sev-

ral weaker bands do not exceed 3% of this intensity. To assure

igh purity of the sample of AA was purified by three sequent re-

rystallizations from ethanol and subsequently, by sublimation un-

er vacuum at 140 °C. The pure AA have been obtained as colorless

rystals melting at 148–149 °C. 

The laser beam used for the excitation of the laser induced-

uorescence crossed the supersonic jet ca 30 mm downstream

orm the nozzle orifice. The 2nd harmonic ( λ = 532 nm, τ = 5 ns,
epetition rate 10 Hz) of the Quantell Brilliant B Nd:YAG laser was

sed for pumping of the tunable dye laser (Quantell TDL + , with

rating having 2400 lines/mm) of spectral resolution better than

.08 cm 

–1 in the visible range. The tunable UV extension of the

uantell TDL + laser was used to obtain the tunable UV beam of

esolution ca. 0.15 cm 

–1 via second harmonic generation. The dye

aser ran on the LDS698(Exciton) dye up to 950 cm 

–1 over the

rigin band (29,591 cm 

–1 ) and on DCM dye in the range 850–

600 cm 

–1 above the origin band. The recorded spectral ranges

ere assembled together using the least square method. 

In order to avoid saturation and power broadening often ap-

earing in the spectra of extremely diluted gas phase test scans

f selected bands were recorded which shows that saturation and

roadening become significant at powers exceeding 150 μJ per

ulse (the diameter of laser beam was ca. 5 mm). To reduce the

nergy of the UV laser beam avoiding the increase the power fluc-

uations quartz plates were used instead of right angle prisms for

onducting the laser beam into the vacuum chamber giving finally

round 1% of the initial energy of the UV beam, thus the UV pulses

f energy below 100 μJ per pulse were used for the final experi-

ent. Bandwidths (FWHM) of rotational profiles of typically 1.4–

.0 cm 

–1 were achieved. 

. Computational details 

High-quality vibrational modes for polyatomic molecules in the

xcited electronic state are needed for the inverse Franck-Condon

nalysis of the LIF excitation spectra that yield the changes of equi-

ibrium geometry upon the excitation. For proper description of

ibrational modes of hydrogen-bonded molecules major part of dy-

amic correlation effects should be included in the ab initio meth-

ds [23–25] used for the vibrational analysis. There are a limited

umber of methods applicable for excited electronic states of aro-

atic chromophores (such as AA) facilitating the full geometry op-

imization and subsequently the excited-state vibrational analysis

t the level of theory that consistently includes electron correla-

ion effects for both the ground state and the excited state. 

According to the CC2 as well as TDDFT(B3LYP) results com-

uted with (aug)-cc-pVXZ(X = D,T,Q) basis sets, the S 1 excited state

f AA is dominated by the singly-excited electronic configurations

mainly the π→ π ∗ HOMO-LUMO one) and it has a moderate os-

illator strength ( f ≈ 0.1). The computed vertical excitation energies

re within the range 3.8–4.0 eV, and noticeably, the ZPE-corrected

ransition energies [34] show very good agreement with the ex-

erimental data [ 13 , 14 , 28 , 29 ]. Similarly as in salicylic acid [25] , the

 1 ( π→ π ∗) state is well separated from other excited singlet-states,

y 1 eV vertically for the S 0 equilibrium geometry and by ca. 1.4 eV

or the geometry optimized for this state, which indicate that

ertzberg-Teller vibronic coupling should not influence the vibra-

ional structure of the S 0 → S 1 absorption band. The vertical excita-

ion to the S 2 (n → π ∗) state of A” symmetry has energy 4.8–5.0 eV.

dditionally, there are four other states of A” symmetry having en-

rgies up to 6 eV, all of them with negligible oscillator strengths. In

his energy range there are two other π→ π ∗ transitions with en-

rgies 5.0–5.2 eV and 5.5–5.8 eV, the former with a small oscillator

trength ( f ≈ 0.035) but the later one with a quite substantial in-

ensity ( f ≈ 0.35). Also CASSCF calculations with 8 electrons corre-

ated and 7 orbitals active indicate the same energetic order of the

bove states. These results indicate that the investigated S 1 state

s the L a state in Platt notation and the remaining π→ π ∗ excited

tates are of L b and B b character, respectively. The ab initio results

uggest that two absorption bands that are discernible in the UV

bsorption spectra in cyclohexane solution [13] at λ1,max = 333 nm

nd λ2,max = 247 nm (3.7 eV and 5.0 eV) should be assigned to the

 0 → L a and S 0 → B b transitions, respectively, while the weak S 0 → L b 
ransition band is probably obscured. 
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Nowadays, the most popular method applicable for vibra-

tional analysis for the π→ π ∗ HOMO-LUMO excitations in the

AA molecule is the time-dependent perturbation scheme build

on the density functional theory TDDFT. The advantage of the

TDDFT treatment of single excitations is approximate inclusion

of dynamical correlation at a rather low computational cost. The

TDDFT(B3LYP) approach was found useful for the studies of vi-

bronic structure of UV spectra for aromatic chromophores [1–10]

and for studies of ESIHT process (hydrogen atom dislocation) in

SA, AA and other π-conjugated and internally H-bonded molecules

[ 24 , 26 ] and for the modeling of FC parameters in AA [30] . Our cal-

culations using TDDFT method were carried out using the Gaussian

09 package [38] . 

Recently, CC2 [39–41] calculations became practically feasible

for aromatic fluorophores. The CC2 method is the approximation

of single-double coupled-cluster CCSD, in which single excitations

fundamental for the description of excited states are fully included

in the weavefunction, while contributions of double excitations es-

sential for dynamical correlation are introduced perturbatively (in

analogy to MP2). The CC2 calculations (scaling as N 

5, N being the

number of basis functions) are more computationally demanding

than TDDFT ( ∼N[ 3 , 4 ]), but they are less costly than the full CCSD

scheme ( ∼N [6] ). The CC2 results are surprisingly accurate (often

surpassing CCSD) for excitation energies, molecular geometries and

harmonic frequencies [ 40 , 41 ] provided the wave function of the ex-

cited state is dominated by the singly-excited configurations. The

nearly quantitative reproductions of the phosphorescence spectra

of several organic chromophores of sizes similar to AA based on

CC2 results confirm high quality of the CC2 method [ 2 , 9 , 10 , 42 , 43 ].

Our computations were done using currently available implemen-

tation of CC2 in Turbomole 6.3 package [44] . 

Vibrational frequency calculations for the ground and the ex-

cited state with the CC2 and the TDDFT for the excited state were

carried out by numerical differentiation of analytical gradient. The

ground-state vibrational analysis using DFT(B3LYP) method was

carried out with analytical Hessian. All CC2 and TDDFT calculations

were done with the series of the Dunning correlation consistent

basis sets cc-pVXZ(X = D,T,Q) and aug-cc-pVXZ(X = D,T). 

4. Calculations of Franck–Condon factors and fitting of 

geometry changes 

State-of-the-art evaluation of Franck–Condon overlaps for

polyatomic molecules includes not only the contributions of dis-

placement parameters � calculated for the isolated vibrational

modes but also the Dushinsky effect (mode mixing), as well as the

changes of vibrational frequencies upon the electronic excitation.

Although the very first algorithms for calculations of FC factors

for polyatomic molecules within this approximation had been

introduced in 1960s [45–47] , their efficient implementations were

developed much later, among them the implementation of the

recursion relations derived by Doktorov et al. [48] for calculations

of FC factors in Cartesian coordinates, presented by Gruner and

Brumer [49] in late 80s along with the discussion of computa-

tional efficiency of many algorithms developed earlier at various

level of sophistication. General recursion formulae and storing of

the FC factors in the 2-D array were used by Ruhoff [50] . Later,

Ruhoff and Ratner [51] presented an algorithm based on binary

tree approach developed by Gruner and Brumer [49] . The Ruhof’s

approach to calculations of FC factors in Cartesian coordinates

is readily applicable due to its efficiency and because most ab

initio packages provide the normal modes represented in Cartesian

atomic displacements. 

In this study we use the general recursion formulae [48] for

the calculation of the FC factors on the basis of Cartesian dis-

placements of atoms in the molecule using the approach devel-
ped by Ruhoff [50] and implemented in the Scilab 4.0 [52] pro-

edures [30] using over 40 0 0 vibrationally excited configurations

tored in the 2-D array. Our calculations are based on the simpler

ersion of the general formulae relevant for the molecules cooled

n supersonic-jet expansion (occupations of excited vibrational lev-

ls equal to zero in the ground electronic state) since no hot bands

ere identified in the LIF spectrum of AA [ 14 , 28 ]. The accuracy of

his FC-fitting of geometry changes carried out in Cartesian coor-

inates [ 48 , 50 ] seems to be sufficient and the calculations of FC

actors in the curvilinear internal coordinates (e.g. by means of the

ushin program of Reimers [53] ) is unnecessary for the model-

ng of LIF spectrum of AA because of the following reasons. The

hanges of valence angles in the AA molecule seem to be consider-

ble since they typically approach 5 ° (for skeletal angles in the aro-

atic system) and the largest change reaches 7.5 ° (C 2 C 1 N angle).

evertheless, the errors of the FC-fitted geometry changes induced

y the use of Cartesian coordinates do not depend on the total

hanges of valence angles upon the excitation. Importantly, the er-

ors depend only on the differences between the values of valence

ngles used as the initial data for the FC calculations, which are

omputed via geometry optimization using some ab initio method

nd the final ones obtained via the FC fitting aided by vibrational

nalysis carried out with the same ab initio method. Actually, for

he AA molecule the differences between these values are small

nd do not exceed 1 ° for the FC fitting aided by CC2 and 1.7 ° for

he DFT-aided fit (for comparison see results of the FC fitting pre-

ented in Sections 5.1 and 6.1 and the relevant ab initio results

34] ). The transformations needed for the FC fitting of the geom-

try changes are discussed in Sections 4.1 –4.3 and the errors in-

uced by the use of Cartesian coordinates instead of the internal

urvilinear ones are discussed in Section 6.3 . 

We have considered only the geometry changes in normal coor-

inates of the in-plane modes and their influence on the LIF spec-

rum because essentially the AA molecule is planar in both elec-

ronic states. The equilibrium geometry of the molecule is planar

n the S 1 state because of the strengthening of the π-electronic

oupling between the nitrogen atom lone pair and the aromatic

ing upon the excitation as well as the influence of the strong hy-

rogen bond between the amino group and the carboxylic group.

espite in the ground electronic state the equilibrium geometry of

he amino group is non-planar, our studies of the barrier for the

mino group inversion motion [33] proved that the AA molecule

s effectively planarized in the lowest vibrational state due to the

ibrational zero-point energy correction ZPE. The barrier height

or the planar structure (obtained by extrapolation of the CC2 re-

ults to the CBS limit) is extremely low: 40–55 cm 

−1 , while the

PE in the double well potential of the amino group inversion is

oughly twice as high. Moreover, the deformation of the lowest vi-

rational wavefunction υ = 0 for the amino group inversion due to

he presence of the barrier is hardly discernible [33] . The com-

uted barrier height is consistent with the experimentally deter-

ined isotopic shifts of the origin band in the LIF spectra (which

re influenced by the ZPE) for the set of eight isotopologues of AA

euterated in various positions [31–33] in the substituent groups

NH 2 ,COOH, where H = 

1 H or 2 H). Nevertheless, a few weak vi-

ronic bands are assigned to overtones of the out-of-plane oscil-

ations for the even vibrational quantum number ( υ = 2,4,…) or

heir combinations with other modes (usually in agreement with

he earlier assignments [29] ). The driving force of the presence of

hese bands in the excitation spectrum is not the geometry change

ince the molecule is planar and their displacement parameters are

qual to zero. Among the possible factors which could cause of the

resence of these bands in the spectrum the change of vibrational

requency upon the excitation or Fermi resonances, especially in

he proximity of other stronger bands should be mentioned. Effi-

ient vibronic coupling does not seem likely because the energies
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f other electronic states are more than 1 eV higher. It should be

mphasized that the FC fitting approach ought to be used as the

ay of refinement of the ab initio predicted geometry changes

ue to the fact even well resolved supersonic jet spectra facilitate

he assignment of bands related to only a few normal modes (less

han 10) but in large polyatomic molecules number of totally sym-

etric modes, whose intensities could carry the information con-

erning structural changes is often of order of a few dozens. Ad-

itionally, it is likely that weak bands present in congested ranges

f the spectra are obscured, misinterpreted or involved in Fermi

esonances and thus should not be used in the FC fitting. 

.1. Franck Condon modeling of LIF spectra 

Previous investigations of the S 0 → S 1 excitation of AA [ 28 , 30 ]

ndicated that the frequency changes and the Dushinsky effect

ave minor impact on the in-plane modes of frequencies below

00 cm 

–1 . These modes are responsible for the strong bands and

rogressions in the LIF spectrum of AA and facilitate evaluation of

eometry changes upon the excitation. On the other hand strong

ode mixing and noticeable changes of vibrational frequencies

re predicted by ab initio methods for modes of frequencies 900–

0 0 0 cm 

–1 . In order to provide a clear insight into the influence

f the geometry changes and other effects on band intensities

e compare the advanced multidimensional model of FC factors

MFC) with the simple one-dimensional model (denoted as �-FC

odel). This approach is essentially the displaced harmonic oscil-

ator model (DHO) based solely on reduced displacement parame-

ers �i for vibrational modes (ignoring the influence of frequency

hanges and the Dushinsky rotations), which provides simple alge-

raic equations for band intensities of overtones and combinations,

hus facilitating the comprehensible discussion of accuracy of the
ig. 1. Spectra modeled within the multidimensional F-C model using the TDDFT or C

nassigned are printed in gray). 
stimated geometry change. In order to assure completeness of the

odeled spectrum over 40 0 0 vibrationally excited configurations

ere used in the modeling. This number included excitations up

o at least υ = 2 for all in plane modes and reaching of υ = 4 for

he in-plane modes of frequency below 900 cm 

–1 and up to υ = 6

or the low-frequency modes of 253 cm 

–1 and 418 cm 

–1 . 

In the �-FC model the relative intensity I( v i v 0 
) of the band (i.e.,

he band intensity divided by the intensity of the 0-0 transition)

or the υth overtone of the i th vibration ν i is given in the simplest

orm by equation Eq. (1) 

 

(
νi 

υ
0 

)
= 

�2 υ
i 

υ! 
(1) 

here �i is the form of the reduced displacement parameter for

he i th vibration ( i th normal coordinate) equal to the square root

f the Huang-Rhys parameter (DHO model). The reduced displace-

ent is related to the differences of equilibrium geometries for

oth electronic states as described in Section 4.3 . In the �-FC

odel the intensities of combination bands are given by the prod-

ct of the relevant expressions described by Eq. (1) for all vibra-

ional modes contributing to the combination of interest. The �i 

arameters are of fundamental importance and retain their phys-

cal meaning also within the MFC model, although their influence

n band intensities is entangled in complicated recursion formu-

ae [48–50] involving both the diagonal matrices comprising vi-

rational frequencies of the ground and the excited state and the

ushinsky matrix for the relevant electronic transition. The MFC

odel reduces to the �-FC model provided that the Dushinsky

atrix is equal to unity and the vibrational frequencies remain un-

hanged upon the excitation. 

The spectra modeled within MFC model and with both ab initio

ethods selected for this study are shown in Fig. 1 . Only minor
C2 results and the LIF spectrum (LIF bands assigned to out of plane modes or 
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Table 1 

Intensities of fundamentals in the excitation spectrum of anthranilic acid computed using multidimensional FC model with the ap- 

proximate coupled-cluster CC2 and TD-DFT(B3LYP) results. Prominent bands are printed in bold and the vibrations forming long 

progressions are italic. 

approximate coupled-cluster CC2 TD-DFT(B3LYP) s-jet LIF mode description 

cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVTZ 

ν I% ν I% ν I% ν I% ν I% ν I% 

257 81 256 73 256 75 260 40 256 39 253 87 COOH rock. 

362 16 360 14 364 12 366 4 360 5 354 33 NH 2 rock. 

418 130 414 127 417 131 418 119 413 118 418 98 H ring defor. 

543 12 541 12 543 11 558 3 557 3 543 17 ring defor. 6a 

597 29 594 29 598 28 615 27 611 26 595 31 OCO scissor., ring bend. 

710 11 708 10 710 11 724 4 719 5 713 26 ring CC str 1, C 2 C 7 str 

838 9 837 8 839 9 851 6 848 7 841 22 ring defor. 12 

991 5 990 4 992 5 1020 3 1016 3 CC ring str. 

1025 7 1021 7 1025 7 1045 9 1049 8 CC ring str. 

1125 3 1120 3 1125 3 1135 3 1130 3 HNH rock., (CH bend.) 

1150 5 1144 4 1149 5 1164 10 1165 11 1119 7 CH bend. (CC str.) 

1201 18 1195 17 1202 18 1210 13 1208 12 1230 11 OH bend, (C 2 C 7 str, CH bend) 

1308 11 1302 8 1308 9 1301 7 1306 7 CN str, (CC str, CH bend) 

1334 1 1324 5 1333 3 1342 7 1335 7 C –O str, CC str 

1397 14 1392 14 1397 15 1379 9 1378 8 1395 21 CC str, CH bend 

1432 3 1429 4 1434 3 1450 2 1444 1 CC str, CH bend 

1527 9 1518 8 1529 10 1555 0 1547 0 CC str 

1604 7 1593 7 1599 7 1564 6 1579 6 NH 2 scissor 

1693 6 1678 6 1686 6 1685 6 1668 6 C = O str 
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(a few percent) discrepancies of band intensities appear between

both models of FC factors and among the spectra modeled with

the same quantum chemistry method; also choice of the basis

set brings about little changes to the results. The above indicates

that the influence of the Dushinsky effect on the AA spectrum is

very limited. Significant discrepancies appear only when the spec-

tra modeled on the basis of TDDFT and CC2 are compared with

each other or with the experimental one. Mainly two long progres-

sions build on frequencies 253 cm 

–1 and 418 cm 

–1 as well as com-

binations of their overtones with other fundamentals generate a

quite rich vibronic structure, which includes many moderate- and

low-intensity bands. The spectral congestion generated in this way

increases gradually starting from roughly 500 cm 

–1 above the ori-

gin band and becomes significant in the range above 10 0 0 cm 

–1 .

The TDDFT spectra are the most contrasting with the experimental

one since the TDDFT band intensities for fundamentals are signifi-

cantly underestimated (except for the 418 cm 

–1 band, as well as its

overtones and combinations), which makes the intensities of over-

tones underestimated even more severely. The CC2 results show

significantly better agreement with the experimental band inten-

sities for the fundamental bands. Also, the overall distribution of

intensities in the whole spectra is noticeably better. 

The intensities of fundamental bands calculated using the MFC

model with the TDDFT and CC2 methods are shown in Table 1 . For

almost all the fundamental bands of substantial intensities in the

experimental spectrum (bold data in Table 1 ) the DFT&TDDFT re-

sults are significantly underestimated, with only two exceptions:

the intensity band 418 cm 

–1 is overshoot by ca. 20% and the inten-

sity of the band 595 cm 

–1 is predicted almost accurately. The CC2

method yields significantly improved results for many fundamen-

tals, among them (which is especially important) almost perfect

intensity for the band 253 cm 

–1 that generates a long progression

throughout the whole spectrum. Nevertheless, even the CC2 results

leave some room for improvement. 

For the middle-frequency modes (90 0–20 0 0 cm 

−1 ) the FC cal-

culations based on the CC2 results predict the presence of only two

moderate intensity bands (assigned to the LIF bands 1230 cm 

–1 

and 1395 cm 

–1 (the later one is unusually broad 2.4 cm 

–1 prob-

ably as the result of blending of a few bands) and their intensi-

ties based on the TDDFT results are noticeably smaller. FC model-
ng predict negligible intensities for all high-frequency stretching

odes involving hydrogen atoms. Even for the N 

–H bond stretch the

educed displacement parameter is very small, despite the notice-

ble H atom dislocation along the hydrogen bond. This is because

he H atom dislocation involves the motion of only one atom light

tom. It is in contrast with the activity of the skeleton modes,

or which geometric displacements of quite a few heavier atoms

C, N, O) weighted by the square root of atomic masses easily

enerate medium-intensity bands. The calculated intensity of the

 

–H bond stretching mode predicted on the basis of ab initio re-

ults is below 2% of the origin band intensity. This is the essential

issimilarity with the salicylic acid molecule, for which the dis-

lacement parameter � for the phenolic O 

–H bond stretching mode

s larger than 1 [ 18 , 27 ], so the corresponding fundamental and its

vertones are essential for the presence of the dual fluorescence

and [18] . 

.2. Fitting of displacement parameters according to experimental LIF 

ntensities 

The computed displacement parameters can be adjusted to give

etter agreement with the experimental band intensities and yield

ore reliable estimation of the changes of the equilibrium geom-

try upon the excitation. Fig. 2 shows the LIF spectrum alongside

he spectra modeled on the basis of the LIF intensities for the se-

ected bands and the CC2 or TDDFT(B3LYP) normal modes, denoted

elow as LIF + CC2 FC fit and LIF + TDDFT FC fit, respectively. 

The bands selected for the fitting are marked with circles. The

hoice of a reliable set of the experimental band intensities and the

elevant set of displacement parameters is essential for the FC fit-

ing. The selected bands should be well separated from other ones,

heir shape and bandwidth should be similar to other bands in the

IF spectrum, and they should have a convincing, unequivocal as-

ignment. The displacement parameters should be optimized for

nly those vibrational modes, for which at least a few overtones or

ombination bands fulfill the above requirements, thus providing

ufficient experimental base for the fitting procedure. The experi-

ental data allowed for identification of 10 in-plane modes active

n the LIF spectrum of AA [28] , though only seven of them gener-

te substantial amount of strong or medium intensity bands that
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Fig. 2. The FC-fitted spectra modeled on the basis of the LIF intensities for the bands marked with circles and the CC2 or TDDFT(B3LYP) normal modes. LIF bands assigned 

to out-of-plane modes or unassigned are printed in gray. 
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re relevant for the fitting. Eventually, the displacement parame-

ers for the seven modes (LIF: 253 cm 

–1 , 354, 418, 543, 595, 713

nd 841 cm 

–1 ) were chosen for optimization concerning 22 most

rominent vibronic bands. Other parameters were kept frozen at

alues resulting directly from the ab initio calculations. 

The optimization of the �i parameters was based on the least

quare method from the Scilab4.0 52 package and build-in OPTIM

rocedure. The cost function given by Eq. (2) used in minimization

rocedure is the standard deviation of the fitted intensities based

n the RMS of the differences between the experimental and the

tted intensities for the N = 22 selected vibronic bands (marked

ith circles in Fig. 2 ). 

 I = 

√ 

1 

N 

N ∑ 

i =1 

(
I F C 
i 

− I LIF 
i 

)2 
(2) 

Before the FC fitting the overall standard deviation of the com-

uted CC2 intensities is about 18 (in arbitrary units of intensity, for

hich I 00 is normalized to 100), while the deviation of the TDDFT

ntensities is about 26. This is related to the underestimated ab ini-

io computed intensities, which are significantly smaller for TDDFT

hen for CC2 (see Fig. 1 and Table 1 ). During the fitting the value

f the cost function decreased roughly three times for LIF + CC2 FC

tting and as much four times for LIF + TDDFT FC fitting. The above

akes the standard deviation of the final FC fitt about 6 units for

oth CC2-aided and the TDDFT-aided FC fitting, these values are

nly about 0.3 (5%) larger for the later than for the former ones.

he standard deviations for the FC fits are comparable with the

rrors of experimental intensities of roughly 0.05 × I 00 . Only mi-

or variations of the standard deviation are observed due to the

se of various basis used in ab initio calculations (about 6–7% of
heir values) and due for the use of the MFC model or the �-FC

odel(about 3%). So small discrepancy between these two mod-

ls is achieved owing to two issues. Firstly, owing to quite small

ushinsky effect for the modes that generate the prominent vi-

ronic bands in the spectrum and included in the FC fitting. De-

pite strong mode mixing is predicted by ab initio calculations for

he modes of frequencies 10 0 0–180 0 cm 

−1 , these modes generate

nly a few minor vibronic features, which are not included in the

C fitting. Secondly, only the vibronic bands that involve transitions

or rather low values of vibrational quantum numbers were in-

luded in the fitting since the main aim of this work is reliable es-

imation of geometry changes possibly not influenced by other ef-

ects, which are enhanced for higher vibrational quantum numbers

r for higher density of vibronic states. Both above reasons provide

ittle opportunity for the manifestation of discrepancies between

he FC models. 

.3. Inverse Franck–Condon modeling of geometry changes 

The vector of geometry of geometry changes � D can be cal-

ulated from the differences of mass-weighted coordinates ξk =
 k 
√ 

m k for the relevant equilibrium geometries or directly from the 

ifferences of Cartesian equilibrium geometries multiplied by the

quares of masses for the relevant atoms, according to Eq. (3) : 

 

MW 

ex = L MW , T 
ex 

(
�
 ξ eq 
ex − �

 ξ eq 
gr 

)
= L MW , T 

ex M 

1 

/ 2 

(
�
 x eq 
ex − �

 x eq 
gr 

)
(3) 

here M is the diagonal matrix of atomic masses of size 3 N × 3 N.

he � D vector is needed for calculation of the reduced displace-

ent parameters �i , crucial for evaluation of the FC factors. The

educed displacement parameter �i for the i th mode can be

alculated form the relevant mass-weighted displacements D 

MW 

ex i 
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Fig. 4. Changes of the equilibrium geometry parameters for anthranilic acid upon 

the S 0 → S 1 excitation obtained using the multidimensional F-C (MFC) fitting proce- 

dure with the aid of the TDDFT(B3LYP)/aug-cc-pVTZ vibrational analysis: a) bond 

lengths /pm, b) valence angles in degrees. 
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according to Eq. (4) , where v i is the vibrational frequency of the

mode given in cm 

–1 . 

�i = 

√ 

2 π2 νi 

hc 
D 

MW 

ex , i = 

√ 

2 π2 μi νi 

hc 
D 

Cart 
ex , i (4)

The above definition of the reduced displacement differs from

the standard reduced displacement parameter by factor 2 ½ but it is

directly related to Huang-Rhys parameter (DHO model) with makes

the form of Eq. (1) particularly simple. Since the square root of

the reduced mass is included in the definition of mass-weighted

displacements, when the properly normalized Cartesian displace-

ments D 

Cart 
ex i 

are used, the square root of the reduced mass and vi-

brational frequency 
√ 

μi νi appears (alternatively, the factor 4 
√ 

μi k i 
can be used, which usually appears in the quantum harmonic os-

cillator theory). Note that the vibrational structure of LIF spectra

and absorption spectra are associated with vibronic activity of the

molecules in their excited states. 

When the optimized values of �i parameters are already

known, the values of D 

MW 

ex i 
can be calculated easily transforming

Eq. (4 ). Then the differences of Cartesian equilibrium coordinates

can be calculated inverting matrix relation Eq. (3) which leads to

Eq. (5) . 

��
 x eq = 

�
 x eq 
ex − �

 x eq 
gr = L MW 

ex M 

−1 

/ 2 D 

MW 

ex (5)

5. Structural implications and discussion 

5.1. Structural changes upon electronic excitation 

The FC-fitted geometry changes calculated on the basis of CC2

and TDDFT(B3LYP) vibrational analysis are qualitatively consistent,

though they show some residual differences. For the sake of con-

sistency let us compare the FC-fitted geometry changes calculated

with the aid of CC2 (shown in Fig. 3 ) and TDDFT results ( Fig. 4 )

computed using the same high-quality basis set aug-cc-pVTZ and

the same model of FC factors (MFC). 

The essential changes of geometry parameters evaluated via the

FC-fitting are significantly larger than differences between the ab

initio optimized geometries for both electronic states. The above

concurs with the fact that the theoretically computed intensities

of the vibronic bands calculated on the basis of the ab initio opti-

mized geometries are significantly smaller than their experimental

counterparts. This issue is especially evident for the geometry pa-

rameters that concern the intramolecular hydrogen bond. 
Fig. 3. Changes of the equilibrium geometry parameters for anthranilic acid upon 

the S 0 → S 1 excitation obtained using the multidimensional F-C (MFC) fitting proce- 

dure with the aid of the CC2/aug-cc-pVTZ vibrational analysis: a) bond lengths /pm, 

b) valence angles in degrees. 
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Generally, the changes of equilibrium geometry evaluated with

he LIF + CC2 FC-fitting are noticeably larger than values estimated

ith the LIF + TDDFT FC-fitting, especially for the H-chelate ring. Al-

hough discrepancies between these estimates are much smaller

han those between the results of ab initio geometry optimization

omputed with CC2 and TDDFT methods [34] they retain some

esidual features of the ab initio computed geometry changes. Be-

ause the CC2 ab initio geometry changes are much closer to the

esults of the FC fittings than the TDDFT ones and the corrections

mposed by the FC fitting on the CC2 geometry changes are rel-

tively small, the geometry changes calculated with the LIF + CC2

C-fitting can be regarded as more reliable and accurate than the

IF + TDDFT FC-fitting ones. 

The estimated shortening of the H ···O distance ( −31.1 pm ac-

ording to LIF + CC2 FC-fit and −30.0 pm with the LIF + TDDFT FC-

t) are quantitatively consistent (with accuracy ca.1 pm). Although

he remaining discrepancy between these values is not negligi-

le, it is much smaller than the discrepancy between the ab ini-

io CC2 and DFT-computed geometry changes, which are equal

o −27.3 pm and −19.1 pm [34] , respectively. According to the

IF + CC2 fit the N 

–H bond bond is longer by 4.6 pm than in the

round state. The shortening of the hydrogen bond is facilitated

ainly by deformations of the valence angles. The largest defor-

ation concerns the C 2 –C 1 –N angle, which decreases by 7.4 °. 
The excitation to the S 1 ( ππ ∗) state induces moderate changes

f the bond alternation in the π-electronic system of AA. These

hanges are the largest for the aromatic ring, in which the C 1 –

 2 , C 3 –C 4 and C 5 –C 6 bonds becomes longer by roughly 4–5 pm.

he magnitude of the changes of bond alternation in the carboxylic

roup is slightly smaller. The increase of the C 

= O bond length by

 3.7 pm (LIF + CC2 FC-fit) indicate the weakening of this bond typ-

cal for the carbonyl group involved in the hydrogen bond forma-

ion. This is accompanied by the largest shortening of the valence

ond in the AA molecule ( −3.1 pm) which concerns the C 2 –C 7 

ond linking the COOH group with the aromatic ring. These geom-

try changes indicate an increase of π-electronic coupling between

he carboxylic group and the benzene ring that is related with sig-

ificant aromatization of this group in the excited state. 

.2. Excited-state geometry 

The geometry parameters for the S 1 excited state can be

valuated using the LIF + CC2 FC-fitted geometry change upon

he S 0 → S 1 excitation (preferably with the multidimensional MFC

odel) in combination with some well-established ground state
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Fig. 5. The S 1 excited-state geometry of anthranilic acid evaluated form the CC2/cc- 

pVQZ ground-state geometry and the F-C fitted geometry changes upon the S 0 → S 1 
excitation: a) bond lengths / ̊A, b) valence angles in degrees. 

Fig. 6. Atom numbering used for the anthranilic acid molecule in this work. 
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Fig. 7. Changes in the length of the O •••H distance estimated via FC fitting and ab 

initio methods. 
eometry (e.g. CC2/cc-pVQZ) [34] . The resulting geometry param-

ters are presented in Fig. 5 , and the atom numbering in the AA

olecule is shown in Fig. 6 . These results imply that the O ···H dis-

ance is equal to 1.60 Å, which is significantly shorter than 1.638 Å

omputed with CC2/cc-pVQZ and indicate formation of strong hy-

rogen bond in the S 1 state. 

The dislocation of the H atom along the N 

–H ···O bridge makes

he N 

–H bond bond longer than the N 

–H free by 4.6 pm. The strength-

ning of the hydrogen bond causes substantial distortions of va-

ence angles within the amino group and makes it significantly

symmetric. The C 

–N 

–H angles differ by 6.7 ° and both C 

–C 

–N an-

les differ by 8 °. 
The pattern of bond alternation in the π-electronic system yield

y the LIF + CC2 FC-fitting is similar to the results of the CC2 ab ini-

io calculation but the lengthening of valence bonds is noticeably

arger in the former one. The length of the C 1 –C 2 bond, which is

ignificantly larger than other bonds in the aromatic ring already

n the ground state, in the excited state increases further to reach

.467 Å (substantially more than 1.458 Å computed with CC2/cc-

VQZ). In contrast to the above, the C 2 –C 7 bond (linking the car-

oxylic group with the aromatic ring) which in the ground state

s almost a single bond, in the excited state becomes as strong as

he bonds in the aromatic ring and its length decreases to 1.430 Å.

his pattern of bond alternation can be rationalized assuming that

he predominant resonance structure for the S 1 excited state has

he single C 1 –C 2 bond and strong π-electronic coupling of the car-

oxyl group with the benzene ring. 
. Reliability and accuracy of the estimated geometry changes 

.1. Discrepancies caused by the use of different ab initio methods 

The changes in the length of the O ···H distance estimated via

C fitting within the �-FC and the MFC models and aided by the

C2 or TDDFT vibrations with a series of basis sets are depicted

n Fig. 7 along with the ab initio values computed with the above

uantum chemistry methds [34] . The values of the shortening of

he H ···O distance computed with the aid of the CC2 vibrations

re scattered in the range from −30.3 to −31.6 pm (the variations

re noticeable but they are small in relative terms). The values

valuated with the LIF + TDDFT approach are roughly 1 pm smaller

han the LIF + CC2 ones and are dispersed in the range from −29.3

o −30.6 pm. The estimates obtained with the largest basis sets:

IF + CC2/cc-pVQZ MFC fit equals to −31.2 pm and LIF + TDDFT MFC

t equals to −30.0 pm. The residual discrepancy (roughly 1pm)

esulting from the use of CC2 or TDDFT vibrations is comparable

ith other errors, which includes the errors due to the use of dif-

erent basis sets in vibrational analysis, or the use of the �-FC and

he MFC models as well as the errors due to inaccuracy of experi-

ental band intensities ( Section 6.2 ). 

Variations of the differences of geometry parameters (between

he S 0 and S 1 state) obtained with a series of basis sets using the

IF + CC2 FC fitting are shown in Table 2 . The largest changes in

ond lengths (of magnitude 4–5 pm) are scattered over 0.3 pm

t the most. The discrepancies of the changes of valence angles

o not exceed 0.3 °. In contrast to the ab intio CC2 results [34] the

IF + CC2 FC-fits do not reveal any clear basis set dependence. 

Variations of the changes of geometry parameters caused by the

se of a series of correlation-consistent basis sets in the LIF + TDDFT

C fitting, presented in Table 3 are similar in magnitude to the

IF + CC2 results (cf. Table 2 ). Nevertheless, the values calculated

ith the LIF + TDDFT FC fitting are noticeably smaller than the
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Table 2 

Changes of equilibrium geometry parameters acid upon the S 0 → S 1 excitation fitted using the basic model dependent solely on the square of the reduced displacement �2 

and multidimensional FC (MFC) with the aid of the CC2 vibrational analysis. 

approach: fitting of FC factors: LIF spectrum + CC2 vibrations LIF + DFT [30] ab initio CC2 34 

basis set: FC model: cc-pVTZ cc-pVQZ aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVDZ aug-cc- pVTZ cc-pVQZ 

�[2] MFC �[2] MFC �[2] MFC �[2] MFC MFC 

�R (A–B) / pm aromatic ring C 1 –C 2 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.8 4.9 4.0 3.9 3.9 

C 3 –C 4 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.9 4.4 4.4 

C 4 –C 5 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −1.7 −1.0 −1.0 

C 5 –C 6 4.9 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.6 4.6 4.8 4.8 5.1 4.5 4.6 

C 1 –C 6 −1.6 −1.6 −1.5 −1.5 −1.4 −1.4 −1.5 −1.5 −1.0 −1.7 −1.7 

substituents C 1 –N 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 1.7 −0.6 −0.5 

N 

–H free 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 

N 

–H bond 4.8 4.8 4.7 4.7 4.2 4.3 4.6 4.6 3.7 4.3 4.3 

C 2 –C 7 −3.1 −3.3 −3.0 −3.1 −2.8 −2.8 −3.0 −3.1 −1.0 −3.0 −3.1 

C 7 = O 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.7 3.7 3.3 3.7 3.7 

C 7 –O 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.2 1.2 

O ···H −30.9 −31.6 −30.7 −31.2 −30.3 −31.0 −30.6 −31.1 −30.2 −27.3 −27.4 

O ······N −13.4 −14.0 −13.4 −13.8 −13.2 −13.7 −13.2 −13.8 −11.6 −10.5 −10.7 

angles / degrees aromatic ring C 2 –C 1 –C 6 4.6 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.8 4.9 

C 1 –C 2 –C 3 −3.3 −3.1 −3.2 −3.2 −3.1 −3.0 −3.1 −3.1 −2.6 −4.1 −4.1 

C 3 –C 4 –C 5 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.4 4.4 4.9 3.6 3.7 

C 4 –C 5 –C 6 −2.9 −2.9 −2.8 −2.8 −2.7 −2.8 −2.8 −2.8 −2.7 −3.1 −3.2 

C 1 –C 6 –C 5 −1.4 −1.3 −1.4 −1.3 −1.4 −1.4 −1.4 −1.4 −2.0 −0.9 −1.0 

substituents C 2 –C 1 –N −7.5 −7.4 −7.5 −7.4 −7.3 −7.4 −7.5 −7.4 −7.2 −7.2 −7.3 

C –N 

–H free 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 1.1 1.0 0.9 

C –N 

–H bond −4.9 −5.0 −4.9 −4.9 −4.7 −4.8 −4.9 −4.9 −4.0 −4.5 −4.5 

C 3 –C 2 –C 7 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 2.4 3.5 3.4 

C 2 –C 7 = O 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.9 1.3 1.3 

N 

–H ···O 15.0 15.0 14.8 14.9 14.7 14.8 14.8 14.8 14.9 14.5 14.4 

C = O ···H −3.7 −3.4 −3.6 −3.5 −3.6 −3.5 −3.6 −3.5 −4.9 −4.8 −4.7 

Table 3 

Changes of equilibrium geometry parameters acid upon the S 0 → S 1 excitation fitted using the basic model dependent solely on the square of the reduced displacement �2 

and the multidimensional F-C factors (MFC) with the aid of the DFT(B3LYP) and TDDFT vibrational analysis. 

approach: fitting of FC factors: LIF spectrum + TDDFT(B3LYP) vibrations TDDFT [34] 

basis set: cc-pVDZ cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVDZ aug-cc-pVTZ cc-pVDZ [30] aug-cc-pVTZ 

FC model: �[2] MFC �[2] MFC �[2] MFC �[2] MFC MFC 

�R (A–B) / pm aromatic ring C 1 –C 2 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 2.3 

C 3 –C 4 4.7 4.8 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 5.0 5.0 4.9 4.9 

C 4 –C 5 −1.6 −1.6 −1.8 −1.8 −1.7 −1.7 −1.8 −1.8 −1.7 −2.1 

C 5 –C 6 4.9 5.0 4.9 4.9 4.7 4.7 4.9 4.9 5.1 4.3 

C 1 –C 6 −0.7 −1.0 −1.6 −1.5 −1.4 −1.4 −1.5 −1.5 −1.0 −1.7 

ubstituents C 1 –N 1.4 1.5 0.8 0.9 0.0 0.0 −0.3 −0.3 1.7 −0.1 

N 

–H free 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8 0.4 

N 

–H bond 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.7 2.5 

C 2 –C 7 −1.4 −1.4 −1.3 −1.4 −1.3 −1.4 −1.3 −1.4 −1.0 −1.3 

C 7 = O 3.2 3.2 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.2 

C 7 –O 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.2 

O ···H −29.9 −30.6 −29.3 −29.9 −29.3 −29.9 −29.4 −30.0 −30.2 −19.1 

O ······N −13.0 −12.8 −12.7 −12.9 −12.8 −13.0 −12.8 −13.0 −11.6 −6.5 

angles / degrees aromatic ring C 2 –C 1 –C 6 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.2 4.0 

C 1 –C 2 –C 3 −2.4 −2.5 −2.4 −2.4 −2.5 −2.4 −2.5 −2.5 −2.6 −3.5 

C 3 –C 4 –C 5 4.6 4.7 4.5 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.5 4.6 4.9 2.9 

C 4 –C 5 –C 6 −2.7 −2.6 −2.7 −2.8 −2.7 −2.8 −2.7 −2.8 −2.7 −3.0 

C 1 –C 6 –C 5 −1.8 −1.9 −1.7 −1.7 −1.7 −1.7 −1.7 −1.7 −2.0 −0.5 

substituents C 2 –C 1 –N −6.7 −6.8 −6.7 −6.7 −6.5 −6.7 −6.7 −6.8 −7.2 −5.7 

C –N 

–H free 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 

C –N 

–H bond −3.9 −3.8 −3.8 −3.8 −3.7 −3.8 −3.9 −3.9 −4.0 −3.2 

C 3 –C 2 –C 7 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.2 2.4 2.7 

C 2 –C 7 = O 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.6 

N 

–H ···O 14.3 14.4 14.1 14.3 14.2 14.2 14.1 14.4 14.9 11.0 

C = O ···H −3.6 −3.7 −3.3 −3.5 −3.4 −3.5 −3.3 −3.4 −4.9 −4.3 
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former ones. The changes in length of the C 1 –C 2 bond are ca. 1 pm

smaller than the LIF + CC2 ones and the hydrogen atom disloca-

tion is smaller by roughly 1.5 pm. Noticeably, the shortening of

the C 2 –C 7 bond estimated with the LIF + TDDFT fitting is by almost

2 pm smaller than with the LIF + CC2 fitting. Also, the most pro-

nounced changes of valence angles (especially in the amino group)
re smaller by 0.5 °−1.0 °. These discernible systematic differences

etween the results of LIF + CC2 and the LIF + TDDFT approaches in-

icate that the latter noticeably underestimates the magnitude of

he pseudoaromatic conjugation in the H-chelate ring, which is the

mportant factor that causes the strengthening of the intramolucu-

ar hydrogen bond in the π-conjugated molecules [24-27] . 
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Fig. 8. Contributions of the squares of the reduced displacements �i and the 

squares of Cartesian displacements D Cart 
ex i 

to the sum of intensities of fundamentals 

and to the total geometry changes, respectively. All values are normalized to unity 

( ab intio results: �, ◦; FC-fitted values: � , ●). 
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.2. Contributions of selected vibrations to the fitted geometry change

A comprehensible insight into the contributions of selected vi-

rations to the evaluated geometry changes can be gained by an-

lyzing the dependence of the intensities of fundamental bands

n the displacement parameters in the simple model of displaced

armonic oscillator ( �-FC model). Substitution of Eq. (4) into

q. (1) gives for the change of the vibrational quantum number

= 0 → 1 the intensities of the fundamental bands, which are equal

o the squares of the reduced displacement parameters. They, in

urn, are related to the squares of the mass-weighted displace-

ents multiplied by the vibrational frequencies, or to the squares

f the Cartesian displacements D 

Cart 
ex i 

multiplied by the frequencies

nd the reduced masses, as shown in Eq. (6) : 

 

(
νi 

1 
0 

)
= �2 

i = 

2 π2 

hc 
νi D 

MW 2 
ex , i = 

2 π2 

hc 
μi νi D 

Cart 2 
ex , i (6)

The factor μi ν i amplifies the impact of high-frequency vibra-

ions and heavy oscillators on the LIF spectrum. The predominant

ffect increases the intensities of fundamentals proportionally to

heir frequencies, which vary from roughly 250 cm 

−1 to more than

500 cm 

−1 for AA. This is accompanied by somewhat smaller de-

rease of the reduced masses of the oscillators from about 4–7

.m.u. for frequencies below 900 cm 

−1 to values hardly exceed-

ng 1 a.m.u. for high frequency stretching modes (as they involve

ostly the motion of hydrogen atoms). 

Transformation of Eq. (6) facilitates evaluation of the absolute

alue of Cartesian displacement parameters, on the basis of the ex-

erimental intensities shown in Eq. (7) . 

D 

Cart 
ex i 

∣∣ = 

√ 

hc 

2 π2 

I 
(
v i 1 0 

)
μi νi 

(7) 

Because of the square root present in the above equation, this

mplies that the relative errors of Cartesian displacements due to

xperimental uncertainties are equal to half of the relative errors of

he experimental band intensities for the fundamentals and should

ot exceed 2,5% of the magnitude of geometry changes. 

The importance of vibrational modes taken into account in the

tting of Frack–Condon factors for the total geometry changes can

e evaluated by dividing the sum of squares of the selected Carte-

ian displacements by the sum of squares of all Cartesian displace-

ents (31 parameters for all totally symmetric modes). Alterna-

ively, the intensities of the relevant fundamentals divided by their

requencies and the reduced masses can be summed, as shown in

q. (8) . Such contributions are additive and can be normalized to

nity. This equation represents the square of the length of the vec-

or consisting of displacement parameters that were optimized by

C fitting, divided by the square of the length of the vector repre-

enting the total geometry change. 

∥∥�
 D 

Cart 
ex FC fit 

∥∥2 ∥∥�
 D 

Cart 
ex Total 

∥∥2 
= 

∑ 

i = F C f it 

(
D 

Cart 
ex i 

)2 

∑ 

j 

(
D 

Cart 
ex j 

)2 
= 

∑ 

i = F C f it 

I ( v i 1 0 ) 
μi νi 

∑ 

j 

I ( v j 1 0 ) 
μ j ν j 

(8) 

The contributions of the in-plane modes to the sum of inten-

ities of all fundamentals (equal to the to the sum of squares of

he reduced displacements �i ) and the contributions of the sum

f these intensities weighted by factor 1 / μi ν i (equal to the sum

f squares of the Cartesian displacements D 

Cart 
ex i 

) are compared in

ig. 8 . 

The influence of the weighting by factor 1 / μi ν i implies that

he contributions of low-frequency fundamentals to the FC-fitted

eometry changes are larger than their contributions to the sum

f intensities in the spectrum, while typically for the fundamen-

als of frequencies higher than roughly 500 cm 

−1 the opposite ef-

ect is present. The seven displacement parameters optimized in
C fitting represent more than 80% of the square of total geometry

hanges, and the length of the relevant vector � D 

Cart 
ex FC fit 

is larger than

.9 of the total magnitude (length of the vector � D 

Cart 
ex Tot 

) of geome-

ry change. Thus, the FC fitting presented in this article covers the

ajor part of the total geometry change, even though only 7 from

mong 31 displacement parameters have been optimized. More-

ver, the squares of Cartesian displacements of the three most im-

ortant vibrations (253 cm 

−1 , 354 cm 

−1 and 418 cm 

−1 ) contribute

o 67% of the total sum of squares of the displacements, and the

ength of the relevant vector consisting of these three displace-

ents exceeds 0.8 of the total magnitude of geometry change. 

Franck–Condon fitting of band intensities increases the length

f the H ···O intramolecular hydrogen bond as well as the total

agnitude of geometry changes computed by geometry optimiza-

ion using the CC2 method by ca. 10% (see discussion in the Sup-

lemental File). A similar analysis shows that the FC-fitted values

re almost 50% larger than the pure DFT geometry changes. 

The three in-plane modes discussed above represent essen-

ially the rocking motions of the substituents or superposition of

hese motions with the simultaneous stretching or bending of the

ydrogen bridge. The Potential Energy Distribution PED provides

uantitative description of these modes in terms of the internal

oordinates. The PEDs have been calculated using the GAR2PED

rogram [54] , with the set of non-redundant internal coordinates,

s proposed by Pulay, Fogarasi and co-workers [55–57] . Typically,

he valence bond lengths and the valence angles are used as in-

ernal coordinates. In this approach the PED for the investigated

odes are as follows. The 253 cm 

−1 mode consists of: 55% of the

ocking of the whole COOH group with respect to the benzene ring

nd roughly 20% of the rocking of the oxygen atoms with respect

o the carbon atom within the carboxylic group. The 354 cm 

−1 

ode consists of roughly 40% of the rocking of the whole NH 2 

roup with respect to the benzene ring and 20% of the benzene

ing bending. The 418 cm 

−1 is essentially the combination of rock-

ng of both substituents in the same direction, which leave the

ength of the hydrogen bond unchanged. This mode consists of

oughly 33% of the rocking of the whole NH 2 group, 22% of the

ocking of the oxygen atoms within the COOH group, and 20% of

he benzene ring bending. 

In an alternative approach to the PEDs of AA the hydrogen bond

s treated in the same manner as the valence bonds, so the H-

helate ring is formed. In this picture both the 253 cm 

−1 and

he 354 cm 

−1 modes consist of 80% of the O ···H stretching. The
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Table 4 

Contributions of TDDFT modes to the CC2 modes for AA in the S 1 
excited state for modes active in the LIF spectrum. Modes included in 

the FC fitting are bold. 

CC2 modes freq./ cm 

−1 contributions of TDDFT modes 

frequencies / cm 

−1 , contributions(%) 

257 260(100) 

362 366(97) 

418 418(99) 

492 504(98) 558(1) 

543 558(99) 504(1) 

597 615(100) 

710 724(100) 

838 851(100) 

1150 1164(96) 

1201 1210(94) 

1397 1379(42) 1450(28) 1342(14) 
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418 cm 

−1 mode is classified as the H-chelate ring bending mode

(PED 75%), for which the comparison with the former approach to

PEDs give a substantial value of the PED for the hydrogen bridge

bending (N 

–H ···O bending) equal roughly 20%. Thus, the modes in-

cluded in the FC fitting comprises almost entire information con-

cerning the changes of valence angles in the H-chelate ring as well

as stretching and bending of the hydrogen bond, since the rele-

vant contributions to potential energy dominate the PEDs of these

modes and they are absent from the PEDs of other modes. 

To achieve reliability of the FC-fitted geometry changes, the

ab initio vibrational analysis should fulfill two important require-

ments. Firstly, the influence of Dushinsky effect on the modes in-

cluded in the FC-fitting and having substantial contributions to the

geometry changes should be small. This is certainly true for the in-

plane modes of AA of frequencies below 900 cm 

−1 since the dif-

ferences of the band intensities computed using the simple �-

FC model ignoring the Dushinsky effect and with the MFC model,

which takes this effect into account are small (a few% only). This

is additionally confirmed by the analysis of the Dushinsky matrix.

Squares of its diagonal elements are larger than 0.9 for the modes

used in the FC fitting and they exceed 0.96 for the most impor-

tant modes (253 cm 

−1 , 354 cm 

−1 and 418 cm 

−1 ). Secondly, the ab

initio vibrational analysis should provide quantitatively adequate

description of molecular oscillations in terms of vibrational fre-

quencies and mode pattern defined by displacements of atoms for

each mode. Good agreement with the experimental data have been

achieved for the vibrational frequencies of AA in the S 1 state com-

puted with CC2 and TDDFT methods [34] , including the most criti-

cal N 

–H stretching frequencies (detected experimentally by South-

ern et al. [14] ). These methods proved its reliability during the

analysis of isotopic shifts of vibrations active in the LIF spectrum

of the isotopomers of AA [32] deuterated in the COOH and NH 2 

groups. It indicated that for these modes the displacements of hy-

drogen atoms and the substituent groups are correctly predicted

by the vibrational analysis based on these ab initio methods. This

showed that the above methods (TDDFT and especially CC2) are

able to provide the reliable prediction of vibrational modes that

involve motions of the hydrogen bond and the substituent groups

which are affected by large geometry changes. 

The in-plane normal modes of frequencies below 900 cm 

−1 

computed with the CC2 or TDDFT methods are virtually identical.

The diagonal elements of the projection matrix of the normal co-

ordinates computed with both methods (Table S3 in Supplemental

file) are equal to 0.99–1.00 and the contributions of the relevant

TDDFT modes to the CC2 modes are equal 97% −100% ( Table 4 ). The

above assures that the fitting of the relevant displacement parame-

ters for the modes computed with both ab initio methods is carried

out for essentially the same normal coordinates. The concurrence
f the CC2 and TDDFT low-frequency in plane vibrations as well

s the high-frequency OH and NH stretchings could be rational-

zed since the relevant modeling of the hydrogen bond between

he substituents requires essentially the adequate modeling of dy-

amical correlation, which is achieved by both CC2 and DFT meth-

ds. Thus, both quantum chemistry methods provide adequate re-

ults of the modeling for the modes involving rocking of the COOH

nd NH 2 groups. 

The opposite situation takes place for the middle-frequency

odes (90 0–180 0 cm 

−1 ) which involves mainly skeletal stretchings

f the π-electronic system (especially the aromatic ring) as well as

he CH, OH and NH bendings. The adequate description of the elec-

ronic structure and dynamics of aromatic systems (especially in

he excites states) requires the relevant treatment of the static cor-

elations (near-degeneracy effects) and multiconfigurational nature

f the electronic weavefunction. This is achieved by multiconfigu-

atioanl quantum chemistry methods, e.g. configuration interaction

I methods, coupled cluster as well as CASSCF/CASPT2 methods.

or this issue, the CC2 approach performs significantly better than

he TDDFT(B3LYP). Thus, it is not surprising that the discussed nor-

al modes differs significantly between TDDFT and CC2 vibratioanl

nalysis (see Table S3 for the projection matrix in Supplemental

le and Table S4 for contributions of normal modes). 

.3. Errors induced by the use of Cartesian coordinates 

The transformations described in Section 4 ( Eqs. (1) –(5) ) are ex-

mined in order to estimate the errors of the FC-fitted geometry

hanges induced by the use of Cartesian coordinates. To summa-

ize, in the approach described in Section 4 the transformations

re carried out in three steps. Firstly, the displacement parameters

or normal modes are computed according to Eqs. (3) and (4) on

he basis of the following ab intio results: the computed geome-

ry changes upon the electronic excitation and the normal modes

esulting form vibrational analysis. In the second stage the dis-

lacement parameters are fitted are until band intensities in the

xperimental LIF spectrum are correctly reproduced. Finally, the

C-fitted geometry changes are calculated via the inverse trans-

ormation ( Eq. (5) ) from the optimized displacement parameters.

hus, the errors imposed by the use of Cartesian coordinates on

he FC fitted geometry changes would cancel completely provided

hat the FC fitting does not change the initial values of the dis-

lacement parameters (and the geometry changes upon the elec-

ronic excitation) resulting from the ab initio computations. In

his case, the cancellation of errors is exact, even though the de-

cription of normal modes in Cartesian coordinates could distort

lightly the FC factors and the modeled intensities of vibronic

ands. Because of the above, the errors of the FC-fitted geome-

ry changes depend only on the magnitude of the refinement of

he geometry changes which involve curvilinear motions, i.e. the

hanges of valence angles during the FC fitting. More specific anal-

sis of these errors are presented below. 

The calculation of displacement parameters is based on factor-

zation of the geometry changes in terms of the displacements

f atoms in normal modes. The errors are generated because the

actorization of the bending distortions is carried out using the

artesian approximation to the displacements of atoms in normal

odes. Since the Cartesian displacements of atoms in numerical

ibrational analysis are very small (order of magnitude 10 −3 Å,

hich is relevant to the bending of valence angles by roughly

.05 °) they take place essentially along the tangent lines instead

f the real curvilinear trajectories for bending modes. This results

redominantly in the erroneous lengthening of bonds due to the

istortion, which must be compensated by deviation from the orig-

nal values for the displacement parameters �i for the stretching

odes involving these bonds. The above gives rise to erroneous
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Table 5 

Erroneous lengthening for bonds of length 140 pm 

induced by the use of Cartesian Coordinates for the 

description of variation of valence angles by �α, ac- 

cording to Eq. (10) . 

�α /deg �R err /pm �α /deg �R err /pm 

0.5 0.005 5.5 0.648 

1.0 0.021 6.0 0.771 

1.5 0.048 6.5 0.906 

2.0 0.085 7.0 1.051 

2.5 0.133 7.5 1.208 

3.0 0.192 8.0 1.376 

3.5 0.262 8.5 1.555 

4.0 0.342 9.0 1.745 

4.5 0.433 9.5 1.947 

5.0 0.535 10.0 2.160 
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nd inaccurate prediction of the FC factors and band intensities for

tretching modes. Trigonometric considerations lead to the quanti-

ative evaluation for the error of the bond lengths caused by the

ariation �α of the angle α (formed by the group of atoms B–A–

’). The resulting erroneous bond length R’ is given by Eq. (9) . 

 

′ ( �α) = 

R 

cos �α
(9) 

The maximum error in bond length �R err given by

q. (10) would be generated if the entire motion imposed by

ariation �α concerns one atom (either B or B’ atom). 

R err ( �α) = R 

(
1 

cos �α
− 1 

)
(10) 

The maximum errors calculated according to Eq. (10) for the

ond of length 140 pm (the typical value for the C 

–C bonds in the

romatic system) are shown in Table 5 . Errors approaching these

alues could induced by the C 

–H, N 

–H or O 

–H bendings that in-

olve the motions of light hydrogen atom connected to the rather

igid molecular skeleton. Nevertheless, the errors are often smaller

ince the skeletal deformations usually (especially in the aromatic

ing) causes displacements of both B and B’ atoms. In the ideal

ase, if the magnitudes of displacements for both atoms are equal

 ½�α for both atoms) the errors concerns both bond lengths (A–B

nd A–B’) but they are four times smaller than the maximal ones

ue to approximately quadratic dependence of the errors on �α.

dditional minor errors results from taking into account the length

f linear displacements of atoms along the tangent lines in Carte-

ian coordinates instead of the length of the arc for curvilinear tra-

ectories but these errors are negligible since they are smaller by

–3 orders of magnitude than those resulting from Eq. (10) . 

For the AA molecule the refinements of valence angles during

he FC fitting are small since they do not exceed 1 ° for the FC fit-

ing aided by CC2 and 1.7 ° for the DFT-aided FC-fit (for comparison

ee results of the FC fitting presented in Sections 5.1 and 6.1 and

he relevant ab initio results [34] ). Assuming that the typical bond

ength in the aromatic ring is around 140 pm the maximum error

R is around 0.021 pm for the fitting aided by the CC2 results and

.061 pm for the TDDFT fitting. Even though the above errors could

ropagate through the chain to remote bonds and their influences

ould accumulate, the resulting total errors remain small. Further

eometric considerations were carried out to take into account the

agnitude of changes of valence angles during the FC fitting and

he fact that positions of atoms can be defined using at most two

r three valence angles (starting from the C1 or C2 atom, which are

ocated in the proximity of the center of inertia of the molecule).

his leads to the conclusion that the total errors of bond lengths

aused by the use of Cartesian coordinates instead of the curvi-

inear internal coordinates are smaller than 0.05 pm for the CC2-
ided FC fitting and 0.15 pm for the TDDFT aided modeling. The

bove errors are very small and insignificant, especially in compar-

son with the discrepancies resulting from the use of different ab

nitio methods as well as the experimental errors. 

Another important issue is whether the use of Cartesian co-

rdinates could cause significant errors of the FC factors and the

odeled intensities of the vibronic bands for the investigated tran-

ition in the AA molecule. On one hand, the changes of valence

ngles upon the electronic excitation in the AA molecule typically

pproach 5 ° (for skeletal angles in the aromatic system) and the

argest change reaches 7.4 ° (C 2 C 1 N angle), therefore the errors of

he FC factors and band intensities induced by the use of Cartesian

oordinates may appear considerable. On the other hand, the real

ngular displacements of the skeleton atoms can be significantly

maller since the total change of relevant valence angle typically

ecomposes into motions of both part of the molecular skeleton

onnected thorough this valence angle. 

The errors induced by the use of Cartesian coordinates could

nfluence the intensities of the skeleton stretching modes and the

 

= O stretching, for which the FC modeling predicts small but dis-

ernible intensities (typically below 10% of I 00 ) and the ab initio

alculations predict considerable genuine changes in the lengths of

he relevant bonds (typically 3–5 pm), while the erroneous length-

ning should be roughly 0.5 pm (see Table 5 ). On the other hand,

he errors should influence the C 

–H, O 

–H and N 

–H free stretch-

ngs as well, for which the ab initio calculations predict almost no

hanges in the bond lengths and the FC modeling predict negligible

ntensities (below 1% of I 00 ). The above suggests that these errors

re not severe. These errors become significant for large changes

f angles since the distortion by 15 ° generate erroneous length-

ning of magnitude roughly 5pm. These errors could be signifi-

ant in large molecules that consist of long and flexible (aliphatic)

hains, in which positions and displacements of peripheral atoms

epends on many valence and/or torsional angles, thus the errors

umulate. Probably, some part of intensities predicted by the ab

nitio methods for the many weak transitions involving the middle-

requency modes of the AA molecule (in the range 90 0–180 0 cm 

−1 ,

ee Table 1 ) could be induced by the errors related with the use

f Cartesian coordinates. Fortunately, the predicted intensities of

he relevant vibronic bands are small (typically smaller than 10%

f I 00 ) and only three of these modes are observed in the experi-

ental LIF spectrum (two of them are responsible for the presence

f rather weak bands). Thus, the relevant displacement parame-

ers have minor importance for the general intensity distribution

n the modeled spectra. Moreover, their value cannot be neither

onfirmed (refined) quantitatively nor nullified on the basis of the

xperimental data. Nevertheless, these parameters should not be

gnored and they were therefore kept frozen at values resulting di-

ectly from the ab initio calculations in order to retain many small

ontributions to the geometry changes, which in total cumulate to

 considerable part of the investigated changes (see Section 6.4 ). 

.4. Geometry changes related to vibrations not included in the FC 

tting 

The displacement parameters �i can be collected in two

roups. The first one comprises the parameters for the seven in-

lane modes of frequencies below 900 cm 

−1 that are fitted to the

xperimental band intensities and is related to the most prominent

ibronic bands in the experimental spectrum. The second one com-

rises the parameters for the remaining in-plane modes which are

ot verified experimentally. The cumulated contributions of both

hese groups to the most important geometry parameters (accord-

ng to the FC fit aided by the CC2/cc-pVTZ calculations) are shown

n Table 6 . 
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Table 6 

Contributions of FC-fitted displacement parameters and remaining of geometry changes. 

total change FC-fitted contributions remaining contributions 

/ pm, deg. / pm, deg. % of total / pm, deg. % of total 

�R (A–B) / pm aromatic ring C 1 –C 2 4.8 2.1 43 2.7 57 

C 3 –C 4 4.5 1.3 29 3.2 71 

C 4 –C 5 −0.8 0.3 −35 −1.1 135 

C 5 –C 6 5.0 0.8 17 4.2 83 

C 1 –C 6 −1.6 1.3 −83 −2.9 183 

substituents C 1 –N 0.2 0.5 240 −0.3 −140 

N 

–H free 0.8 −0.4 −46 1.2 146 

N 

–H bond 4.8 1.8 37 3.0 63 

C 2 –C 7 −3.3 1.6 −49 −4.9 149 

C 7 = O 3.7 1.6 43 2.1 57 

C 7 –O 1.2 0.1 8 1.1 92 

O ···H −31.6 −24.1 76 −7.5 24 

O ······N −14.0 −13.8 99 −0.2 1 

angles / degrees aromatic ring C 2 –C 1 –C 6 4.5 2.9 65 1.6 35 

C 1 –C 2 –C 3 −3.1 −1.7 53 −1.4 47 

C 3 –C 4 –C 5 4.4 4.5 103 −0.1 −3 

C 4 –C 5 –C 6 −2.9 −2.6 89 −0.3 11 

C 1 –C 6 –C 5 −1.3 −1.1 87 −0.2 13 

substituents C 2 –C 1 –N −7.4 −5.8 79 −1.6 21 

C –N 

–H free 0.9 1.0 112 −0.1 −12 

C –N 

–H bond −5.0 −1.4 28 −3.6 72 

C 3 –C 2 –C 7 3.2 2.6 81 0.6 19 

C 2 –C 7 = O 0.7 −0.3 −39 1.0 139 

N 

–H ···O 15.0 9.1 61 5.9 39 

C = O ···H −3.4 −1.1 25 −2.5 75 
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The results shown in Table 6 are representative for all FC fits

aided by the CC2 calculations since the discrepancies due to the

use of various basis sets or FC models are small. The resulting

contributions show that the seven most prominent displacement

parameters optimized by the FC fitting contribute to the predom-

inant part of the changes of skeletal angles and the shortening of

the hydrogen bond. This results form the fact that the relevant os-

cillations represents mainly rocking and bending modes of sub-

stituents and skeletal bending modes of the aromatic ring (CCC

bendings). Nevertheless, the contributions of the remaining modes

are also substantial (often about 20% −40% of the total changes)

and must not be ignored. The opposite situation takes place for

the changes of lengths for valence bonds, the predominant part of

which is included in the displacements for the remaining modes.

Thus, it is not optimized on the basis of the experimental results

via FC fitting and is solely based on the ab initio predictions. 

The analogous distinction based on the FC fitting aided by the

DFT calculations shows similar proportions of these contributions.

The reliability of the FC-fitted results is proved by the consistency

between the FC-fitted contributions to the geometry changes for

the approaches aided by CC2 or DFT calculations. Unfortunately,

the remaining parts of geometry changes based solely on the ab

initio predictions differ from each other considerably. Neverthe-

less, the contributions based solely on the quantum chemistry re-

sults ought to be included in the complete modeling of geometry

changes due to their significant magnitude, even though they give

rise to the residual discrepancies between the final values of the

estimated geometry changes. 

Thus, the inverse modeling of geometry changes based on the

FC fitting of band intensities in the vibronic spectra of AA (an ex-

ample of polyatomic molecule) should be regarded as the approach

that combines the quantum chemistry modeling and the experi-

mental results. The approach presented in this work provides re-

finement of the predicted geometry changes, though they com-

bine the two significant contributions: the experimentally verified

geometry changes and the modeling of geometry changes using

quantum chemistry computations. 
. Conclusions 

Evaluations of the geometry changes upon the S 0 → S 1 ( ππ ∗)

xcitation in anthranilic acid (AA) have been carried out by fit-

ing the reduced displacements along the normal coordinates un-

il band intensities in the experimental LIF spectrum are correctly

eproduced. The transformation of the reduced displacement pa-

ameters to the changes of equilibrium geometry has been facil-

tated by using of the theoretically obtained vibrational modes.

hey have been computed using two quantum chemistry methods:

he CC2 coupled-cluster and TDDFT(B3LYP) with a series (aug)-cc-

VXZ(X = D,T,Q) basis sets. Such experimentally-based and theory-

upported way of obtaining the geometry changes due to the elec-

ronic excitation have been subsequently examined for reliability,

onsistency and accuracy. 

Consistency between the results obtained by the Franck–

ondon fitting with the aid of CC2 or TDDFT(B3LYP) vibrational

nalysis proves that the experimentally-based (band intensities in

he LIF spectrum) and theory-supported FC fitting procedure rep-

esents a reliable approach that provides quantitative estimation

f the changes of equilibrium geometry upon the electronic exci-

ation in the π-conjugated, internally H-bonded AA molecule. The

heoretical calculations aided the analysis by providing consistent

nd correct description of oscillations involving rocking of the sub-

tituent groups and stretching or distortions of the intramolecular

ydrogen bond. This has been achieved by the quantum chemistry

ethods that take into account the major part of the dynamic elec-

ron correlation and provide a qualitatively adequate description of

he hydrogen bond in the excited electronic state. 

The most reliable estimate for the shortening of the O ···H bridge

quals to 31 pm ± 1.5 pm (taking into account also the errors of

he experimental band intensities) according to the LIF + CC2 MFC

tting. The values obtained using the above approach with various

asis sets are scattered in the range 30.3–31.6 pm, while the rel-

vant results estimated with the LIF + TDDFT FC fitting are roughly

 pm smaller than the LIF + CC2 ones and are scattered in the range

9.3–30.6 pm. The residual discrepancy (roughly 1 pm) is small
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n relative terms and it is comparable with other errors result-

ng from the use of different basis sets in vibrational analysis, or

he use of the �-FC and the MFC models as well as the errors

aused by inaccuracy of experimental band intensities. It seems

hat the predominant part of discrepancies between the geome-

ry changes, as computed using the DFT and CC2 methods, is com-

ensated by FC fitting to the experimental band intensities. These

utually corroborative estimations establish an important result

oncerning quantitative interpretation of the high resolution UV

pectra for molecules of this kind, especially because in the earlier

tudies there were significant discrepancies between the estimates

f the geometry changes [ 26 , 30 , 34 ]. The earlier estimates of the

hortening of the O ···H bridge varied from roughly 15 pm [30] (HF

s. CIS) through 19–23 pm [ 26 , 30 , 34 ] (DFT vs. TDDFT(B3LYP)) to

ver 30 pm [30] (LIF + DFT FC fit), thus the discrepancies exceeded

5 pm and 50% of the total magnitude of the investigated effect. 

Generally, the geometry changes calculated with the LIF + TDDFT

C fitting are discernibly smaller than the LIF + CC2 ones. The most

ronounced changes of valence angles (around 5–7 °) are smaller

y 0.5 °−1.0 ° in the LIF + DFT approach, while the total variations of

hese changes due to the use of various basis sets in vibrational

nalysis do not exceed 0.3 ° ( ±0.15 ° from the average value). The

alues of the most prominent changes in bond alternation (of mag-

itude 5 pm) are typically 1 pm smaller when modeled with the

IF + TDDFT FC fitting than with the LIF + CC2 FC approach and they

re scattered over 0.3 pm ( ±0.15 pm from the average value) at the

ost due to the use various basis sets in vibrational analysis. 

The presented results indicate that the ab initio CC2 coupled-

luster computations provide remarkably good approximation of

he geometry changes and very good staring point for the Franck–

ondon fitting in the AA molecule, since the CC2-computed ge-

metry changes [34] cover about 90% of the magnitude of the

C-fitted geometry changes. Thus, the geometry changes evaluated

ith the LIF + CC2 FC-fitting can be regarded as the more reliable

nd accurate than the LIF + TDDFT FC-fitting ones. 

Nevertheless, the FC fitting aided by the TDDFT(B3LYP) vibra-

ional analysis gives acceptable accuracy of estimation for the most

ronounced geometry changes, despite the fact that the geometry

hanges obtained directly by means of DFT/TDDFT(B3LYP) geome-

ry optimization for both electronic states were seriously underes-

imated [34] . It shows that sufficient accuracy of the fitting of ge-

metry changes can be achieved using a relatively low-cost TDDFT

ethodology, without necessarily doing the more computationally

emanding coupled clusters calculations. 
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